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News - 13th September 2018

NHS England, Southern Region, appoints Anenta to deliver complete waste
management service as part of efficiency drive
Anenta has won a contract with NHS England, Southern Region, to deliver waste
management services across Surrey, Sussex and Kent for more than 950 Pharmacies and
General Practices.
The three-year contract, which is set to start on 1st October, will see Anenta managing GP
and Pharmacy services through its unique contract management platform, conducting
detailed audits to help NHS England better understand the waste producers and help
individual locations deal with their waste more efficiently.
It follows news that Anenta has already saved the NHS more than £3m in the last four years
on existing contracts across 19 CCGs.
Graham Flynn, Anenta’s managing director, said: “Winning the contract is a significant
development for Anenta. It is testament to the expertise of the Anenta team and an
endorsement of the value of the business’ service in London which has now, under OJEU
procurement, been recognised in other regions.”
Designed to provide consistent operational management, Anenta’s online contract
management platform will bring NHS England Southern Region, individual GP and Pharmacy
locations and waste management suppliers together, enabling greater stakeholder
engagement, better financial control and increased accountability.
Graham added: “Anenta’s detailed auditing process will quickly enable the business to
deliver management efficiencies as well as cost savings and higher levels of compliance
across the region and our unique platform will facilitate more effective contract
management against individual site specifications as well as ensuring future contracts are
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also specified correctly. Ultimately this will provide every GP and Pharmacy location with
greater transparency and the ability to proactively manage their environmental services.
“I am delighted that the bespoke waste management service Anenta offers has been
recognised in this way which means that we can deliver what the company set out to do –
namely to save public sector money through improved stakeholder engagement and more
effective, efficient contract management practices.”
To date, Anenta has invested more than £1m to develop its proprietary online waste
management platform and now provides a bespoke service for clients across the UK,
managing contracts with a value of more than £8m equating to over 170,000 collections
from over five thousand locations, every year.
Developed to represent the way in which environmental services are procured and
managed at contract and operational levels, the Anenta platform is currently used
specifically to manage waste contracts in the private and public sector but can be tailored to
incorporate other environmental functions such as energy, water and cleaning services.
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